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Mapping, Tp. 26, R. 26, Swanson and Manitowic Lakes

There is a pronounced negative -nagnetic anomaly centred on Swanson 

Lake. This has been variously reported as die to a magnesian ultra 

basic intrusive and '.o an iron formation. On June 20, 1972, the 

writer examined outcrops in this area to determine the local 

geology and to explain the anomaly. A sequence of basic flows and 

tuffs was found to be very magnetic.

A canoe on Swanson Lake was rented for this work, and a 

camp located at the mouth of the creek from Swanson to Manitowic 

Lakes was used to facilitate the work. Air photos at a scale of 

approximately 1"-1000' were used, as well as other l"--1 mile photos. 

The 1"-~1000' photos were taken about 1947 by Jalore, and predate 

the flooding of Manitowic Lake.

The attached sketch map summarizes the geology of the area. 

Both the medium-grained to coarse-grained gabbroic flows and medium- 

grained basic tuffs exposed on islands in Swanson Lake are strongly 

magnetic. They are capable of deflecting a compass 90 , and even 

3 or 4 pound hand specimens will deflect the compass needle 10O to 
200 .

In the northeast, basic flows predominate, and grade through 

pillow lavas to agglomerates and tuffs in the southwest. Some crystal 

tuffs are interbedded with the flows. Dips are moderate to the 

northeast. The sequence fining from northeast to southwest suggests 

an overturned series. No really reliable top determinations on 

pillows or bedding structures were obtained, but all of 5 dubious 

top determinations: PIT} pillows also indicated tops southwest. These
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rather weak lines of evidence do suggest an overturned sequence, 

but this writer has an intuitive resistance to any firm conclusion 

that they are overturned.

The same sequence is evident on the north and south shores 

of Manitowic Lake. Dips are very gentle on the south shore and 

moderate on the north shore.

A traverse along the railway north from Sleith Lake in 

Tp. 43 crossed rocks with a similar gross petrography, although 

their metamorphic grade was much higher. Banding in these Tp. 43 

rocks resembled tuff banding obsdrved at Swanson and Manitowic Lakes. 

In addition, both locations had similar alternations of massive 

gabbro followd by banded gabbvos. In Tp. 43 the degree of meta 

morphic amphibolite recrvstallzation becomes more intense to the 

northwest, suggesting that the rocks there were more amenable to 

metamorphic alteration. This would be consistent with an increase 

in content of tuff relative to massive flows, but if this conclusion 

is correct, the sequence is facing in opposite directions at each 

locality, or there is a major stratigraphic facies change in the 

14 mile strike distance between these localities.

Lab studies to determine TIC., content of the magnetic 

tuffs and flows are planned and will be added to this file.

R. J. Rupert, 
Resident Geologist, 

July 11, 1972. Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
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